We describe a new method for fitting mixture models to multivariate data which pegorms component selection and does not require external initialization. The novelty of our approach includes: an MML-like (mininzum message length) model selection criterion; inclusion of the criterion into the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (increasing its ability to escape from local maxima); an initialization strategy supported on the interpretation of EM as a selfannealing algorithm.
Introduction

Finite Mixtures and EM
Finite mixtures (FM) are a flexible and powerful modeling tool. In pattern recognition, mixtures underlie formal approaches to unsupervised learning (clustering) [ 11. FM are also able to approximate arbitrary probability density functions (pdf's); this makes them well suited for modeling complex class-conditional pdf's in supervised learning [4] . 
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If we are looking for ML estimates, rather than MAP, logp(O(k)) is flat and is removed from Eq. (2).
Model Selection for Finite Mixtures
Model selection (i.e., choosing the optimal number of components) is a central question in FM fitting. Most approaches to model selection for FM obtain a set of candidate models (usually by EM), for a range of values of k , and then select one according to IC = argmin{C(B(k), IC), k = l , ..., I C , , , } , (3) 0-7695-0750-6/00 $10.00 0 2000 IEEE where C(g(k1, k) is some cost function. Several of these methods (see [5, 6, 71) have good model selection performance, but a major drawback remains: a whole set of k,,, candidates has to be obtained, and well-known problems associated with EM emerge. (a) EM is highly dependent on initialization; a common (time-consuming) solution uses several random starts, and then chooses the highest likelihood estimate [2, 4, 61; other schemes initialize the variables using clustering methods [2, 4] . Smarter methods based on merge [5] , or split and merge [8] , operations were recently proposed. (b) EM may converge to the boundary of the parameter space, i.e., one of the am's goes to zero and the corresponding component becomes singular (the likelihood is unbounded); when k is larger than the optimal/true value, this may happen frequently.
Of course there is also the fully Bayesian alternative, via MCMC, which does not suffer from these drawbacks [9] ; however, despite their formal appeal, we think that MCMCbased techniques are still far too computationally demanding to be useful in pattern recognition applications.
Proposed Approach
The Criterion
The minimum description length (MDL [lo]) and minimum message length (MML [7, 111) are two well known criteria which have been used for FM model selection [6, 7] in the form of Eq. (3), thus having the drawbacks mentioned above. We propose a new approach: a selection criterion that can be embedded in the EM algorithm, leading to an integrated model selection and estimation procedure. 
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is the (expected) Fisher information matrix, and II(O(k)) I its determinant. This is an MML criterion (as used, e.g., in [71), the only difference being that we ignore the optimal quantizing lattice constants, as is done in MDL [lo].
Since I(O(k)) can not, in general, be obtained analytically, we replace it by the complete-data Fisher information O(k) ) is positive definite [2] .
Since JMI = (ala2 .. .ak)-' (see, e.g., [12]), we have k k log pc(e(k))l = C l o g jI(ei)l+iognk(N+l) +CiogajN-'), i=l i=l (5) where N is the dimension of the 8i's.
For p ( 8 ( k ) ) , we model the parameters of different components as a priori mutually independent and also independent from the mixing probabilities. Formally, p ( O ( k ) ) =  p ( 8 1 ) . . . p ( O k ) p ( a l , . . , a k 
Implementation via EM
Since Dirichlet priors are conjugate to multinomial likelihoods [12], to implement Eq. (6) via EM, the M-step becomes (recall the constraints a , > 0 and a , = l)
The 8,'s are updated by simply maximizing EM'S Qfunction with respect to them. Note that this M-step may annihilate components; it is an explicit rule for moving from a certain value of k to a smaller one. Accordingly, we propose to start with a large value of k , and let EM, via Eq. 
The Self Annealing Behavior of EM
Deterministic annealing (DA) is a fast surrogate of (stochastic) simulated annealing: it has been successfully applied in many problems, namely in clustering [15, 161.
The DA approach to k-means clustering (as described in [15] ) leads to an algorithm that is similar to EM for fitting mixtures of Gaussians with a common covariance matrix of the form T I (where I is the identity matrix and T is called temperature). DA clustering starts at high temperature (forcing high entropy assignments); T is then lowered according to some cooling schedule until T = 0. The heuristic behind DA is that forcing the entropy of the assignments to decrease slowly avoids premature (hard) decisions that may correspond to poor local minima.
DA versions of EM (DAEM) have been proposed as a means of overcoming its initialization dependence [ 141. For finite mixture fitting via EM, the average entropy of the assignments is given (at iteration t ) by Average (standard error) 0.158 (0.005) 0.167 (0.005)
In DAEM, this entropy is initially held high (by modifying Eq. (I)), and then forced to decrease slowly [ 141. In another front, self annealing (SA) was proposed in [I71 as a means of obtaining DA algorithms without prespecified cooling schedules. Formally, given some cost function E(c$), whose minimum is to be found with respect to 4, consider the iteration where d(@,c$') 2 0, and d(@,c$') = 0 @ 4 = 4'. The key observation in [ 171 is: if 4 controls the entropy of the assignments, and a high entropy initialization is used, this iterative procedure exhibits "self annealing". That is, due to the presence of d(., .), the "cooling" is self-controlled.
It tums out that Eq. (9) defines a so-calledproximalpoint algorithm (PPA) and it can be shown (see [lS] ) that EM is a PPA with E(8(k)) = -L(8(k), y ) , ,8 = 1, and This d(., .) function is a relative entropy involving distributions of the (missing) assignment variables: as in DA and SA, also in EM it is the entropy of these assignments that is being controlled. Observe also that the function being minimized in Eq. (9) is analogous to the Helmholtz free energy (see [ 15, 16] ), for unit temperature, with the relative entropy Accordingly, EM behaves like a SA algorithm, as long as a high-entropy initialization is used; in the mixture case, this simply means who = l / k + E, , where the E, are small random perturbations (of course we can't use who = l / k because that is a fixed point of EM). 11 P ( z l Y , B ( k ) ) ] playingthe role ofentropy.
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The final example, reported in Fig. 2 , illustrates the good performance of our method in fitting a Gaussian mixture to an arbitrary probability density. The 900 data points were generated with the noisy shrinking spiral model described in [SI: (13 - 
